
Supplementary Information

Acoustic force mapping in a hybrid
acoustic-optical micromanipulation device
supporting high resolution optical imaging

D model for a piezoelectric transducer with layered acoustic
resonator

In this Supplementary Information we summarize the D model which we use to simulate
the response of our device, which consists of a piezoelectric transducer made out of LiNbO

coupled to a stack of layers on top and bottom. We closely follow the standard approach for
modelling ultrasound transducers, an in-depth description for which is contained e.g. in []
and [].
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Figure : Equivalent circuit for a layered piezoelectric acoustic resonator. The KLM-model
for the bare transducer is delimited by the dashed line. Additionally shown are a
top and two bottom layers, plus representative elements L and R describing the
inductance and resistance, respectively, of the wires and electrodes attached to the
transducer.

KLM-model for piezoelectric transducer

The transducer is modelled by an equivalent electrical circuit [], as depicted in Fig. . In the
KLM-model the transducer is described by representative elements, coupled to an acoustic
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label description value

A transducer area 100 mm2

d thickness transducer 500µm
ρ density transducer 4650 kgm−3

c speed of sound† 7340 ms−1

ε33/ε0 dielectric permittivity† 39
h33 piezoelectric constant† 12.9×109 Vm−1

tanδE dielectric loss factor 0.003
Q material quality factor 100
L inductivity wires† 0.5µH
R resistance electrodes† 7.5Ω

Table : Values for material parameters of the LiNbO transducer (36° Y-cut). The entries
marked by † have been obtained by comparison of model calculations with measure-
ments taken with a bare transducer.

transmission line. For excitation with frequency ω= 2π f their values are given by

C0 = ε′33
A

d
,

X1 = j Z0M 2 sin(kd),
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2M sin(kd/2)
,

()

with M = h33
ωZ0

, the acoustic impedance Z0 = ρc ′A, and the wave number k = ω
c ′ . Losses are

included by introducing complex material parameters

ε′33 = ε33(1− j tanδE ), ()

c ′ = c

(
1− j

2Q

)
. ()

The values of the material parameters for the transducer are given in Table .

Acoustic impedance of layer stack

The next step in the model calculations is to determine the acoustic impedance presented by
the layered stack to the top and bottom surface of the transducer. For the sake of simplicity
we only present the calculation of the acoustic impedance of a layered stack for the specific
case of a single intermediate layer, attached to the bottom surface of the transducer.

This layer and its material is described by the area Ab, the thickness db, the speed of
sound cb, the density ρb, and the quality factor Qb. From these parameters the acoustic
impedance Zb = Abρbcb and (complex) wave number kb = ω

cb(1− j
2Qb

)
are determined. We

assume that this intermediate layer  is connected to a layer  (infinitely thick) with acoustic





impedance Zb. Then the acoustic impedance exposed to the transducer is given by

Zb0 = Zb1
Zb + j Zb tan(kbdb)

Zb + j Zb tan(kbdb)
. ()

If more than one intermediate layer is present, one has to repeatedly apply Eq. (), starting
from the most distant layer.

Calculation of electrical impedance

The (total) acoustic impedances Zt and Zb presented to the transducer at the top and
bottom surface are converted to impedances at the center tap

Zt = Z0
Zt + j Z0 tan(kd/2)

Z0 + j Zt tan(kd/2)
, ()

Zb = Z0
Zb + j Z0 tan(kd/2)

Z0 + j Zb tan(kd/2)
, ()

which are connected in parallel to yield

Z‖ = ZtZb

Zt +Zb
. ()

Finally, from this the electrical impedance presented to the signal source is obtained by

Zin = 1

jωC0
+X1 +

Z‖
ϕ2 + jωL+R, ()

where we also included contributions from the leads (inductance L) and the transparent
electrodes (resistance R).

Calculation of acoustic pressure within layer stack

Furthermore we want to know the acoustic forces generated by the transducer. If we apply a
voltage Vin to the input leads, then the force at the (bottom) surface is given by

Fb =
VinZ‖
Zinϕ

Zb

Zb cos(kd/2)+Z0 j sin(kd/2)
. ()

For the calculation of the acoustic radiation forces acting on a particle we refer to [, ].
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